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Executive summary
One of the common reasons for a slow uptake and adoption of a cloud based strategy is a the
perceived lack of security. Now industry is past the early adoption of cloud computing the interest and
compelling arguments for a multi-cloud environment is increasing unease. Many journalists and some
analysts claim that “cloud is not safe”. However many of the security vulnerabilities are not cloud
computing specific, for example a weak authentication environment has the same vulnerabilities
regardless of the underlying architecture. The increasing popularity of multi-cloud systems is
introducing some more specific multi-cloud vulnerabilities. This deliverable builds on the release of
D1.1 the initial MUSA framework by relating this framework to security issues in a multi-cloud
architecture. Section 2 of this document describes the major security issues in multi-cloud, however it
also addresses the overall relationship of multi-cloud to security by first discussing the development of
the term multi-cloud. All indications in the reading of academic papers and business or IT analyst’s
papers show that hybrid clouds and multi-cloud are increasingly popular options.
Section 3 describes the MUSA framework in the context of security management and this is used in
section 4 to relate the MUSA framework to a real world application by Tampere University of
Technology (TUT). Section 4 also details how MUSA security management solves security problems
for TUT.
Once we have established the relevance of MUSA to the TUT use case we then examine the
development of multi-cloud applications in the context of MUSA. Section 5 describes the application
lifecycle from the general context of the DevOps stakeholder and through a series of 15 activities that
are split across design and deployment. These activities describe what must be done to build and run
an application from the perspective of managing security for a multi-cloud application. The document
concludes with the thought that we are still developing the MUSA framework and there may have to
be changes in some parts of the approach to support both TUT and Lufthansa Systems case study
applications as well as other applications. These potential changes are expected to be identified in the
continuous integration process of the framework and in the evaluation of the solution in the case
studies.
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1 Introduction
One of the common reasons for not adopting a cloud based strategy is the perceived lack of security.
Many of the security vulnerabilities are not cloud computing specific, for example a vulnerable
authentication environment has the same effect regardless of the underlying architecture. The
increasing popularity of multi-cloud systems is introducing some more specific multi-cloud
vulnerabilities. This paper will focus on multi-cloud aspects of security, more tightly defining multicloud, relating the security issues to an example application and showing how the MUSA framework
can potentially manage multi-cloud security to enable a higher degree of trust. Section 1 describes the
MUSA motivation and the remainder of the paper.

1.1 MUSA motivation and background
The main goal of MUSA project [1] is to support the security-intelligent lifecycle management of
distributed applications over heterogeneous cloud resources, through a security framework that
includes: a) security-by-design mechanisms to allow application self-protection at runtime, and b)
methods and tools for the integrated security assurance in both the engineering and operation of multicloud applications.
The overall concept of MUSA is depicted in the figure below.

Figure 1: MUSA overall concept
MUSA framework combines 1) a preventive security approach, promoting Security by Design
practices in the development and embedding of security mechanisms in the application, and 2) a
reactive security approach, monitoring application runtime to mitigate security incidents, so multicloud application providers can be informed and react to them without losing end-user trust in the
multi-cloud application. An integrated coordination of all phases in the application lifecycle
management is needed in order to ensure the preventive security measures to be embedded and aligned
with reactive security measures.
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1.2 Objective of this document
This document is deliverable D1.2 Guide to security management in multi-cloud applications lifecycle
of MUSA project.
The document describes the support to multi-cloud applications security-intelligent lifecycle
management that the MUSA framework provides.

1.3 Structure of this document
This document starts with logistics and the motivation of the MUSA project, it continues with a
discussion of multi-cloud and the major security issues faced in multi-cloud. This section 2 discusses
and endeavours to resolve the conflicting definitions of multi-cloud based on industry and academic
views. This is followed in section 3 by a review of the MUSA approach to security in multi-cloud. In
section 4, an example application is described, which will be used to illustrate the MUSA proposed
activities to address major security issues and threats supported by multi-cloud applications. The
section 5 is the first description of the MUSA guide to security-intelligent multi-cloud application life
cycle and with respect to design phase relates this paper to deliverable D2.1 Initial SbD methods for
multi-cloud applications. The final section 6 provides conclusions and summary of future work.
In the Appendix A, we provide the full Cloud Provider Independent Model for the example
application.

1.4 Relationships with other deliverables
This document is related to deliverable D2.1 Initial SbD methods for multi-cloud applications where
the detailed descriptions of Security by Design is discussed and D1.1 Initial MUSA framework
specification for the initial MUSA framework. The example application discussed in section 4 is
described in more detail in D5.1 MUSA case studies work plan.
The guide contained herein will be revised once the MUSA tools in the framework are tested and
revised. The final version of the guide will be included in future deliverable D1.4 Final MUSA
framework specification and guide (M35).
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1.6 Acronyms and abbreviations
CPIM

Cloud Provider Independent Model

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

CPSM

Cloud Provider Specific Model

IP

Internet Protocol

CS

Cloud Service

PaaS

Platform as a Service

CSP

Cloud Service Provider

QoS

Quality of Service
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DDos

Distributed Denial of Service

SaaS

Software as a Service

DST

Decision support tool

SLA

Service Level Agreement

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service

SLO

Service Level Objectives
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2 Multi-cloud and Security
This section discusses the concept of multi-cloud from industrial, academic and MUSA view, as well
as the major security issues in multi-cloud environments.

2.1 What is Multi-cloud – the industry view
Industrial views of cloud computing and multi-cloud computing are often conditioned by buzzwords
and “cool” ideas. The base for some of these ideas and marketing hype was formed around the
millennium when several large companies were discussing Computing On Demand [2]. Cloud
computing evolved from these beginnings and is now widely accepted and understood. Industry sees
itself now in the age of hybrid cloud computing, although some commentators believe that hybrid
cloud is still not mainstream. Caroline Donelly writing in 2015 believed that hybrid cloud will be two
to five years away from becoming mainstream [3]. According to a number of writers, hybrid cloud
computing will evolve into multi-cloud computing. A hybrid cloud is defined as typically a paired
public and private cloud [4]. The evolution to multi-cloud sees more services being added to a hybrid
cloud with different cloud architectures being supported, such as IaaS, PaaS and SaaS elements.
Industry sees this evolution as being inevitable. Private and hybrid clouds are not capable of delivering
the increasing complexity of projects in an increasingly complex enterprise. Private and hybrid clouds
do however decrease the flexibility and resilience of an enterprise application. Private and hybrid
clouds lock the enterprise into one, or two at best, suppliers. Failures of these suppliers would impact
the business and migration comes at a high cost of rip and replace. Multi-cloud from an industrial
perspective offers the opportunity to replace components and not complete applications, projects or
infrastructures. Multi-cloud does introduce the potential overhead of managing many suppliers. To
counter this CIOs are looking more closely at colocation of suppliers so that they can consolidate their
agreements with one or two cloud service hosts [5]. The direct connection with a cloud service
provider is seen as enhancing security reliability and performance, with security being the most
important factor.
MUSA has two areas of interest in multi-cloud computing, automation and security. Many
organisations are implementing rapid development and deployment of solutions but are still relying on
older tools such as task based scripts. Automation is seen as one of the foundations of multi-cloud
adoption. MUSA as a potential solution can simplify solution development through its various tools.
The monitoring elements of MUSA, for example, can indicate which components may be failing an
SLA or policy and report. This could be used to automate responses to users. The ability to use the
MUSA DST for multi-clouds to look for alternative components in the solution can future proof the
remaining parts of a solution removing the lock-in and complete replacement strategies of a single or
hybrid architecture.
Security in multi-cloud is as multi-faceted as security in other architectures with the added complexity
of coordination and compliance across a wide number of components from different suppliers. There
is a marked preference in industry to continue to operate a private cloud. In a recent survey for
VMware [6] 75% of the participants prefer private cloud operations for speed and reliability but also
focus on security and compliance management. When asked what would be the key factor in these
organisations moving to a multi-cloud environment the overwhelming answer was greater security.
Industry can see the benefits of a multi-cloud architecture but is concerned about automation and
security. The emphasis of MUSA on service selection, monitoring and management based on security
characteristics can improve the uptake of multi-cloud computing in the future.

2.2 What is Multi-cloud – the academic view
Throughout the last couple of years the definition of what is multi-cloud has been described in number
of scientific publications, social media or industrial and/or academic research projects. These
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definitions were defined as state of the art of its appropriate times and it is clearly visible how the
understanding of the multi-cloud was changing, forming together with the capabilities of evolving
technology.
As a baseline of understanding of the definition of multi-cloud has always been a system that operates
in a distributed state, sharing parts of its responsibilities to the systems which does not need to belong
to the same place or even provider. One of the first definitions mentioned as early as 2011 was a
description of a multi-cloud environment as a cloud provider system where service providers work
directly with multiple external service providers [7]. This definition pointed out that the demand for
the constant availability of a service pushes the service providers to look into the ways to federate their
effort nor only across their own computing agglomerations, but as well by leveraging the possibility of
sub-renting other provider’s infrastructures to their own portfolios and exposing a unified system to
the client. Even in such early state of technical formation of multi-cloud, it was visible that such
deployment strategy will generate new set of challenges.
Another take on the multi-cloud aspects taken by the University of Melbourne [8] was to describe
multi-cloud as a mechanism to leverage specific cloud dependence risk and ease the load balancing of
the application. This definition tried to classify the multi-clouds into categories based on security and
architectural perfective. The following classification was described:


Volunteer Federation – when a group of cloud providers voluntarily collaborate with each
other to exchange resources. As identified, this type of Inter-Cloud is mostly viable for
governmental clouds or private cloud portfolios.



Independent – when multiple clouds are used in aggregation by an application or its broker.
This approach is essentially independent of the cloud provider and can be used to utilize
resources from both governmentally and private clouds. Another term used for this is MultiCloud.

From architectural perspective, Volunteer Federations can be further classified as follows:


Centralised – in every instance of this group of architectures, there is a central entity that
either performs or facilitates resource allocation. Usually, this central entity acts as a
repository where available cloud resources are registered but may also have other
responsibilities like acting as a market place for resources.



Peer-to-Peer – in the architectures from this group, clouds communicate and negotiate directly
with each other without mediators.
Independent Inter-Cloud developments can be further classified as follows:


Services – application provisioning is carried out by a service that can be hosted either
externally or in-house by the cloud clients. Most such services include broker components in
themselves. Typically, application developers specify an SLA or a set of provisioning rules,
and the service performs the deployment and execution in the background, in a way
respecting these predefined attributes.



Libraries – often, custom application brokers that directly take care of provisioning and
scheduling application components across clouds are needed. Typically, such approaches
make use of Inter-Cloud libraries that facilitate the usage of multiple clouds in a uniform way.
[8]

MODAClouds FP7 project [9] consortium broadly described multi-cloud as a type of application
deployment strategy in order to leverage the risks and costs across the deployment. The ability to run
and manage multi-cloud systems (i.e., applications targeting multiple private, public, or hybrid clouds)
allows exploiting the peculiarities of each cloud solution and hence optimising performance,
availability, and cost of the applications [10]. In essence, MODAClouds project agreed that muliclouds is the most effective future solution to deploy the same application on multiple clouds (i.e.,
offered by different providers), distributing the workload among them, so as to continuously guarantee
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the average Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, and dynamically allocate resources, satisfying the
portion of traffic delivered to each cloud [11].
In conclusion, whenever the definition points to the fact that multi-cloud is an application deployment
strategy on different providers, it is always presented as a next level necessity in the constantly
evolving and shortening time-to-market of the application. Such a definition addresses not only
demand of untapped resources but also credible business and technical risks that current company
application needs are exposed to.

2.3 What is Multi-cloud – the MUSA definition
The multi-cloud concept in MUSA is treated from the application perspective in the sense that in
MUSA we define the concept of “multi-cloud application” which is made of components that
cooperate by invoking respective services and that may use services offered by external CSPs.
This definition gives all the freedom for the types of services that can be used by the application
components, being them IaaS, PaaS, SaaS or any specialised services like Network as a Service and
Data Storage as a Service defined in ISO/IEC 17826:2012 [12].
In addition, the MUSA definition does not imply a prior federation of the CSPs to collaborate in the
provision of the services. In fact, one of the strengths of the MUSA framework, as will be shown later,
is to provide support to the decision making on the CSP offerings to use by the application
components, even in those cases that the offerings are heterogeneous and not interoperable.

2.4 What are the main multi-cloud security issues?
In section 2.1 above the definition of multi-cloud services that provides the most generic description is
“Combinations of Services running in different cloud environments from different Cloud Providers.”
The issue is not really a definition of multi-cloud computing since that is generally agreed, but the
architectural style of the infrastructure. This was referred to in the business definition section.
The definition of multi-cloud is critical to a consideration of the security issues. Many of the identified
vulnerabilities of cloud computing are the same as vulnerabilities of non-cloud applications and
services. In cloud computing security almost all of the non-cloud vulnerabilities are present, from
inside threat to denial of service attacks [13], [14]. The main security issues introduced in cloud
computing are based on the vulnerabilities in shared technology. The sharing of infrastructures,
platforms and applications can lead to a sharing of a vulnerability in a service. If you factor in the
vulnerabilities introduced in the use of multiple services with shared technology you can see the next
level of vulnerabilities. A multi-cloud application will inherit the vulnerabilities of the services from
which it is composed. The application is only as secure as the least secure component. This level of
vulnerability is common in the federated architectural model of multi-cloud. A replicated multi-cloud
architecture shares an architecture for each replicated version and while each replicated application is
vulnerable to the shared vulnerabilities of the cloud infrastructure they are using, having a different
supplier may mean fewer or different vulnerabilities.

2.4.1 Data protection
Multi-cloud application security is directly influenced by the performance and the security
management of the cloud resources provisioned for the application execution. Therefore, the multicloud application security cannot be understood, embedded and controlled without a thorough
understanding on how the security of the distinct cloud resources used by the application components
impact on the application.
The security requirements definition and their compliance assurance by MUSA are focused in data
protection addressing the following security objectives: data confidentiality, data integrity, data
localisation and data usage (regarding access). These are in line with the major security objectives
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related to cloud computing identified by the Cloud Standards Coordination Working Group within the
European Cloud Computing Strategy [15]:







Protect data from unauthorized access, disclosure and modification
Prevent unauthorized access to cloud computing resources
Ensure effective governance, control and compliance processes are in place
Ensure appropriate security provisions for cloud applications
Ensure security of cloud connections and networks
Enforce privacy policies

2.4.2 Secure Communications
A Cloud Service Provider can only do so much in terms of secure communications across its internal
and externally accessible networks. Some CSPs allow for Software Defined Networks, where firewall
rules and bandwidth requirements are created dynamically by the end user. It is important when it
comes to the operation of mission critical environments, where the scope of responsibility lies, this can
become quite difficult to maintain and manage particularly where there are a number of CSPs, and a
number of external networks to manage.
Having consistent security mechanisms in place across the environment is difficult in a multi-cloud
setup, and it is even more difficult when the CSP you rely on does not provide technical support as a
service.

2.4.3 Compliance and Certifications
Adherence to legal and regulatory frameworks and laws is imperative when it comes to processing
personally identifiable data. Businesses utilising cloud services leverage the certifications of CSPs to
ensure that they are compliant be it to the county or European Law.
Cross-border multi-cloud specifically does test the principles of data compliance particularly when
utilising different CSPs. For example, in order to ensure compliance with ISO 27001:2013
certification, all application components will need to be hosted in CSPs that do offer such certification
in their infrastructures.
Health Data and Financial Data as a rule tend to have to be located within the country where the
individual resides. For example, as a rule health data in the UK must remain in the UK, any
interactions with Cloud Services beyond the borders of the UK must be shown and how the
environment is secured must be explained. Multi-cloud in this respect can be quite difficult to
implement, particularly for cross-border multi-cloud applications.
Using appropriate terms and conditions, consent may be given by an individual or end user to have
their data hosted elsewhere, this removes issues around data location compliance. Generally, data
location is only a concern for the public sector and highly regulated industries such as finance, or the
airline industry.
Multi-cloud approaches can facilitate environments which do not contravene legislation, however this
depends at what level you are implementing multi-cloud. In a multi-cloud application context you
have this issue over data in transit and at rest. A full evaluation would need to take place in this
situation where you have sensitive data being sent outside the country of origin. Often the decision to
go ahead for in this context lies with a regulatory body, not the end users, service business manager or
the traditional stakeholders.

2.4.4 Data Life Cycle, decommissioning and removal
Upon the termination of a contract with a CSP, consumers need to have confidence that all associated
data is removed and or destroyed.
CSPs have policies and procedures in place to ensure that this criterion is satisfied. However doing so
when utilising cloud services by different CSPs can be difficult to both ensure and verify that
decommissioning of a cloud service has been achieved.
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This is also difficult when utilising cloud services where there is a requirement to hold certain data for
a period of time. Working with smaller CSPs it is much easier to ensure data is removed, having
insights of the methods used to remove data and also making sure first-hand that it is achieved.
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3 The MUSA approach
This section of D1.2 reviews the contents of deliverable D1.1 Initial MUSA framework specification.
D1.1 gives the initial details of the framework specification although the architecture will develop
over time. The first part of this section is an overview of the MUSA framework and components; the
second part is a review of the framework stakeholders, and finally the third part is a description of the
use of the framework to place it in context of this paper’s description of security management in multicloud applications lifecycle.

3.1 Overview of MUSA framework
MUSA aims at ensuring the security multi-cloud environments by combining: 1) a preventive security
approach, promoting Security by Design practices in the development and embedding security
mechanisms in the application, and 2) a reactive security approach, monitoring application runtime to
mitigate security incidents, so multi-cloud application providers can be informed and react to them
without losing end-user trust in the multi-cloud application. An integrated coordination of all phases in
the application lifecycle management is needed in order to ensure the preventive oriented security to
be embedded and aligned with reactive security measures.
The MUSA framework specification has been discussed in more detail in deliverable D1.1, Here we
focus on the security management aspects of the framework. The framework is illustrated in Figure 2.
The framework consists of five components and their relationships. This is amplified in D1.1 by the
use of the ACADE framework [16]. ARCADE is composed of five different architectural viewpoints,
although the three that are described in detail are:




Context Viewpoint – describing all aspects of the target systems environment
Requirements Viewpoint – documenting all specific requirements related to the target system
Component Viewpoint - to identify and document specific logical or physical components

There are two other viewpoints in the ARCADE framework that are more technology dependant and
are not discussed in detail.
The MUSA framework has four main components and a smaller fifth component that is concerned
with runtime monitoring and enforcement. The multi-cloud application component consists of a
monitoring agent that monitors and reports values and an enforcement agent that accepts enforcement
orders and reports status. These connect with the MUSA monitoring component and the MUSA
enforcement component accordingly.
The main components in the MUSA framework are the IDE, the DST, the Deployer and the Security
Assurance Platform. Each has a different role in the management of multi-cloud security, although the
Security Assurance Platform is the main area that manages security at runtime. The other sections
define security controls, SLAs and deployment.







MUSA IDE – The IDE prepares SLA data and Metrics for the DST. It generates SLAs and
stores them for use by the SLA modeller and passes data from the modeller to the MUSA
Deployer components.
MUSA DST – This selects a set of services based on SLA and security metrics that describe
services and a risk analysis. The DST feeds the services and associated information into the
MUSA Modeller. Decisions are based on data gathered and held about Cloud Service
Providers.
MUSA Deployer – The MUSA Deployer builds a script and deploys the service(s).
MUSA Security Assurance Platform – This is the heart of the security management;
monitoring and reporting on security status for the running services. It takes security SLA and
associated metrics and uses them as input to monitoring and enforcement agents. Those data
are used to maintain the security profile of the multi-cloud application component.
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Figure 2: MUSA framework components
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3.2 Overview of MUSA DevOps Team
MUSA supports the DevOps approach which promotes the smooth collaboration of Operations and
Development teams for a holistic management of the applications life-cycle. In MUSA, the DevOps
Team is the actor performing the multi-cloud application engineering and operation activities
(including those related to security) and it involves a number of roles. Depending on the size and
characteristics of the company (SME/big industry, etc.) the particular individuals that adopt the roles
can range from a single person to many. In summary these are the roles within the DevOps Team
responsibilities (from D1.1):
Table 1: Roles of DevOps Team
Role

Description

DevOps Team

The group composed of the roles played by Application Developers, System
Operators, System Administrators and Business Managers that collaborate in
the development and management of the multi-cloud application, following a
DevOps approach [17].
As outlined above, the DevOps Team is the cloud service provider of the
services offered by the multi-cloud application.

System Operator

The role includes all the responsibility related to the deployment of multi-cloud
applications.

Service
Administrator

The role includes all the responsibility related to runtime management of the
multi-cloud applications, which includes the monitoring of these applications.
(Note that even if this role is assumed by the multi-cloud application Service
Provider it is a typical customer role).

Service Business The business manager has overall responsibility for the business aspects of
Manager
offering cloud services to cloud service customers. They create and track the
business plan, define the service offering strategy and manage the business
relationship with cloud service customers.
Application
Developer

The role includes all the responsibility related to development of applications
or services that exploit multiple heterogeneous cloud resources in diverse cloud
service providers, i.e. of multi-cloud applications. The development shall be
understood here as the set of all activities that span from application
requirements specification to implementation, including architecting, detail
design, coding, testing, etc. Therefore, Application Architect (and Security
Architect) role is also an Application Developer.

Application
Architect

The role includes all the responsibility related to design of multi-cloud
applications or services, which are responsible of the design of this type of
applications. They pursue accomplishing the maximum benefits in a multicloud application in terms of functional, security and business features by
combining the different cloud offerings.

Security Architect

The role includes all the responsibility related to design of the solutions which
aims at assuring the security in the design of multi-cloud applications.
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3.3 Overview of MUSA activities
The MUSA framework supports all the different phases of the multi-cloud application lifecycle, from
design to runtime operation. MUSA supports the management of the security related aspects of the
main activities in the multi-cloud application lifecycle with the exception of component development

Figure 3: MUSA support to multi-cloud application lifecycle
The security related activities that MUSA supports are summarized here and are described in more
detail with the related step by step activities in section 5 MUSA multi-cloud application life-cycle

3.3.1 Design
In summary, the design process involves the development of all the needed design specification
documents for the multi-cloud application. The activities of the design process are fully explained in
Section 5.1.
In MUSA, the design documents include the CPIM of the multi-cloud application architecture (the
Cloud Provider Independent Model) in a language that can capture the specificities of the multi-cloud
application components be deployed in or using cloud services (e.g. CloudML [17]).
The multi-cloud application Service Level Agreement (SLA) enriched with security SLOs (including
security controls and security metrics) required in the components (and therefore, in the cloud services
to be used) is also part of the design specification in MUSA, the so called multi-cloud application
Security SLA.
The key aspect of multi-cloud applications is that they are composed of components that interact with
each other and at least two of them (“multi”) rely on the use of cloud services (being they IaaS, PaaS
or SaaS, depending on the case). Therefore, the Security SLA of the multi-cloud application is
expected to:
a) specify the required security SLOs of the components in the context of the SLOs required over
the cloud services that they will use. For this, the MUSA framework supports the verification
of the feasibility of the components’ security SLAs by checking if the cloud service offerings
described offer such security requirements (in form of security controls). In case they do not,
the MUSA security agents may be used to offer them.
b) be composed, i.e. include the Security SLAs of individual multi-cloud application components
and also some security SLOs for the overall multi-cloud application. The design process will
therefore end with the “Security SLA composition” activity.
The MUSA framework offers two tools, the MUSA IDE and the MUSA SLA Generator respectively,
to support the creation of the Security CPIM and the Security SLA.

3.3.2 Deployment
The deployment process in MUSA refers to the activities performed by the DevOps Team in order to
prepare the cloud environment and the components of the application before execution. The activities
of the deployment process are fully explained in Section 5.2.
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The deployment process starts once the Security SLA of the multi-cloud application is ready. It may
happen that some long elapses from the moment that the DevOps Team finalises the Security SLA and
the moment when they start the deployment of the multi-cloud application components. Therefore, the
first activity in the deployment is the verification that the multi-cloud application security
requirements stated in the Security SLA are still feasible, i.e. there is still at least one cloud service
(CS) combination that can be selected to fulfil all the requirements stated in the security SLA. If not,
some tuning of the security SLOs in the security SLA will be needed, but finally the offered security
SLAs of the components will be produced. From these SLAs, the MUSA automatic support to the
creation of the CPSM (Cloud Provider Specific Model) and the deployment script will start. The
deployment process finalises with the actual provision and deployment of the multi-cloud application
component software in the selected CS combination. This final step is also automated by MUSA
framework.

3.3.3 Runtime operation
The MUSA runtime operation process refers to the support provided to multi-cloud application
operation and security assurance once the application is deployed and running. The main activities and
work products of the runtime process are fully explained in Section 5.3.
As a summary, the MUSA framework will support the runtime operation by continuously monitoring
the behaviour of the multi-cloud application components and the CSPs underneath and informing the
DevOps Team on the detected security incidents and imminent or already happened Security SLA
violations. This way, the DevOps Team will be able to early decide on the required reaction measure.
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4 Example application: Tampere Smart Mobility application
In this section we explain the application that will be used along the guide for describing the proposed
activities for the security management in multi-cloud applications. This application is the Tampere
Smart Mobility (TSM) multi-cloud application that is the focus of Case Study B in MUSA project for
validating the project outcomes. The application is fully described in deliverable D5.1 MUSA case
studies work plan. In the following we provide an overview of the application and the main security
issues it may have in order to better understand the examples provided in this guide.

4.1 TSM application overview
The Tampere Smart Mobility (TSM) multi-cloud application is aimed at providing efficient and
optimal transportation information to Tampere citizens when commuting from home to work or vice
versa by taking into consideration road, traffic, weather conditions, etc. The TSM application is
capable of learning the mobility patterns of the users and provide route recommendations based on the
user’s frequent activity KPIs (user’s most frequent point of departure, destination, departure and
arrival time, means of travelling, etc.).
As depicted in Figure 4, the application is composed of the following components:
 TSM Engine: An aggregator which handles requests from all users by directing the request to
the appropriate system component.
 Journey Planner: provides optimal and energy efficient journey routes and means options
based on user’s points of interest. For this, the component interacts with ITS Factory
(Intelligent Transport Systems and Services (ITS) platform) [19], google directions [20] and
FMI (Finnish Meteorological Institute) [21] in order to base the options on real time traffic
situations (road status and weather conditions).
 Consumption Calculator: Calculates the energy consumption of the journey options.
 IDM (Identity Manager/Access Manager): A system component which handles user
authentication and authorization.
 Database: User database that stores the users’ journey choices and activity logs.
 Mobile app: An application running on the mobile phone of the Tampere citizens which
contains the user interface for managing and accessing the TSM application.
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Figure 4: TSM application architecture

4.2 TSM application security requirements
After analysing the risks on the individual components of the TSM application, we identified the
security issues which should be considered in the application design, development and operation. A
full description of the method followed is provided in deliverable D5.1.
In the following table we summarize the identified major security concerns on a component by
component basis. As shown, there are only three cloud-based components in the TSM application with
high security requirements. The security requirements notation follows the classification in [22]. The
colour denotes the requirement importance: high (red), medium (yellow) and low (green).
Table 2: Cloud security requirements of TSM application components
DataBase

TSM engine

Identity/Access
Manager

Back-up

High

-

High

Encryption

High

-

High

Location

High

-

High

Ownership

High

-

High

Portability

High

-

High

Integrity

High

-

High

Monitoring

High

High

High

Location

High

Medium

High

Encryption

High

High

High

Integrity

High

High

High

Non-repudiation

High

Medium

High

Security Requirement

Data Storage Requirements

Data Processing
Requirements
Data Transfer
Requirements
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DataBase

TSM engine

Identity/Access
Manager

Monitoring
Management Access
Control
User Access Control

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Countermeasures

High

High

High

Testing

High

Low

High

Detection

High

Low

High

Notification

High

Low

High

Recovery

High

Low

High

Key Management

High

High

High

Security Requirement

Access Control
Requirements

Security
Requirements

Procedure
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4.3 How MUSA solves these security issues
To address the security issues in the context of a multi-cloud application, the MUSA framework
provides several facilities at design, deployment and operation phases in order to ensure the respect of
security requirements (described in terms of security SLAs) and thus mitigate potential vulnerabilities
and risks.


Design phase: If the security requirement cannot be fulfilled by the cloud provider offering,
the missing security capabilities will be addressed by selecting at design phase a set of MUSA
security agents to be later deployed as part of the application. These agents will work together
with security libraries in the MUSA Security Assurance Platform at runtime. Their
combination will act as a security control to enforce the security requirement. The agents in
charge of the SLA monitoring functionally are also deployed together with the application to
provide transparency to the DevOps Team and CSPs related to the respect of SLA contract
terms.



Deployment phase: A set of CSPs that fulfil the best the security requirements of the multicloud application are recommended by the MUSA Decision Support Tool (DST). Each
application component is thus deployed in a CSP that answers the security needs of the
application. In the context of TSM application, the selection of CSP involves the decision on
which IaaS will be used to host the components. In the case of the Database component, a
DBaaS (DataBase as a Service) (e.g., MongoDB SaaS [19]) may be used. The selection of the
types of cloud services to use depends on architectural decisions by DevOps Team.



Operation phase: The runtime verification allows the detection of potential deviations from
the SLAs and may trigger countermeasures to ensure a optimal level of security. In the context
of the TSM application, a set of security metrics, related to the security controls defined
during the risk analysis phase, are captured using dedicated monitoring agents deployed in the
same virtual machine as the application components and set to a centralized MUSA Security
Assurance platform. These metrics are collected and inspected in this platform to detect
potential SLAs violations. The monitoring agents collect data from 3 different sources:
o

Network: the monitoring agent is based on the MMT tool of Montimage partner in
MUSA [24] that relies on DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) technology inspecting
packets beyond their header. The analysis of these packets allows the identification of
the exchanged data among the application components and also between the
application component and different external actors. Specific network metrics like
attacks/intrusions detection, IP based location, or server response time are also
measurable using this agent.
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o

Application: the internal events of multi-cloud java-based application (e.g. java
method calls, change of attributes value, instantiation of a class, etc.) are reported to
the centralized MUSA Security Assurance platform. A java library that allows the
monitoring of application code using annotations enables reporting to the connected
MMT client. This allows the detection of unexpected application flaws that can create
an SLA violation.

o

System: the system monitoring agent can monitor the usage of CPU and memory in
the virtual machine or container in order to help in the detection of functional or nonfunctional incidents.

The correlation of these metrics’ values in the MUSA Security Assurance platform allows the
notification of alerts (when a promised Service Level Objective (SLO) is about to be not
achieved, i.e. the SLA is about to be violated) and violation (when an SLA is actually violated).
Thus, the MUSA framework can recommend a set of reactive measures by means of security
agents to be introduced in the design phase, deployed together with the components, and activated
at runtime.
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5 MUSA multi-cloud application life-cycle
In the following sections we describe in detail how the MUSA framework is intended to be used in the
different activities of the multi-cloud application life-cycle. In summary, MUSA brings support to the
security aspects consideration, analysis, specification and assurance. These activities should all be
carried out by the DevOps Team in charge of developing and operating the multi-cloud application. In
MUSA the DevOps Team stakeholder involves a number of roles taking part in the multi-cloud
application life-cycle, and therefore, when describing the activities we have indicated which of these
roles within the DevOps Team should get outstanding or lead the work.
The descriptions provided follow the following schema:


Name of activity.



Input: the work items necessary to carry out the activity.



Output: the work product outcome of the activity.



Goal: The main purpose or objective of the activity.



Actor/s: Main actor/s performers of the activity



Supporting tool: Name of the tool within MUSA framework that aids in carrying out the
activity. Note that, in order to simplify the description, we have indicated only the tool which
will be directly used by the DevOps Team and not the additional tools, modules and
repositories that may be interworking with the front-end tool.



Step-by-step guide: Detailed steps of the activity. In case the activity is composed of various
steps in which the inputs, outputs, actors, or supporting tools may be different along the
activity execution.



Example: An illustration of how the activity is carried out and which are the outcomes. In all
cases we have tried to represent the examples from Case Study B of MUSA, i.e. the Tampere
Smart Transport multi-cloud application case provided by TUT partner in MUSA project.

Note that at the time of writing the initial versions of the MUSA tools are still being developed, and
therefore, for this first version of the guide we provide examples only for activity outcomes generated
by using the MUSA tools for which we already have an initial proof of concept. The plan is that the
final version of the guide contains full examples of all activities and outcomes.

5.1 Design
The design process of MUSA refers to the process in which the DevOps Team performs the design of
the multi-cloud application which captures the architecture and requirements of the application,
including security requirements. The particularity of MUSA design process is that our approach
considers security aspects specification not only in the architecture and requirements documents but
also in the Service Level Agreement (SLA), due to the security SLA will drive the runtime security
assurance.
In general, the design process follows an iterative flow until the security requirements are fully
captured in the application design documents. This is particularly true in MUSA due to the multi-cloud
application security requirements are in many cases mapped to those of the cloud service offerings
intended to be used by the multi-cloud application components.
The way MUSA supports the design process is fully detailed in deliverable D2.1 Initial SbD methods
for multi-cloud applications, where the complete description of the activities described herein can be
found.
The next Figure 5 shows the activities work flow and work products in the Design process.
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Figure 5: MUSA design process
It is important to note that the Specification of the Security SLAs (Activity 3 below) in MUSA
assumes always that a previous Risk Analysis over the tangible technical assets has been performed
(Activity 2 below). Therefore, these two activities are closely interconnected as shown in next figure.
In the D2.1 we provide a detailed description on how these activities are linked to each other and the
supporting tools in MUSA.
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Figure 6: MUSA specification of Security SLA process
The main activities involved in the design process are the following:

5.1.1 Activity 1: Design of the multi-cloud application architecture






Goal: Generate the model of the multi-cloud application that captures the compositional
features of the application (which components and which interfaces among them) as well as
the functional and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. This model will express the cloud
needs of the components but will be independent of particular cloud choices. This way, the
model could be reused for different platform implementations. Having the multi-cloud
application architecture captured in such a model will afterwards ease the creation of the
needed deployment plan for deploying the multi-cloud application components. Note that the
model will still not include security requirements as they are the outcome of the risk analysis
that comes later in the process (See Specification of Security SLAs).
Input: Multi-cloud application/service idea and elicited requirements over the multi-cloud
application.
Output: Cloud Provider Independent Model (CPIM).
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect).
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Supporting tool: MUSA IDE Modeller that will be based on a CloudML modelling tool (e.g.
CAMEL [17]).
Step-by-step guide:
o

Step 1.1: Specify multi-cloud application components and interfaces. The DevOps
Team will start the MUSA IDE and with the aid of this tool will specify the multicloud application components (e.g. web server, DataBase as a Service, etc.) and how
they communicate to each other (interfaces).


Input: Multi-cloud application/service idea and elicited requirements over the
multi-cloud application.



Output: CPIM with names and interfaces of the components and some
functional and QoS requirements.



o

Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect).
 Supporting tool: MUSA IDE Modeller.
Step 1.2. Identification and mapping of assets to the mc components and their
prioritization: This step involves the definition of the assets to be protected and their
prioritization. In MUSA the DevOps Team identifies business oriented intangible
assets and technical oriented intangible and tangible assets.
 Input: CPIM with names and interfaces of the components and some
functional and QoS requirements CPIM without cloud service types.



Output: list of assets derived from CPIM

Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect).
 Supporting tool: MUSA DST – Risk Analysis Tool.
The business oriented assets are for example sales rate, customer loyalty, etc. Figure 7
depicts examples of business oriented assets. These types of assets would correspond
to those the company decision owner (CEO, product owner, etc.) would identify as
those resources that have value to the firm. In other words, intangible business assets
refer to nonphysical resources and rights that have a value to a firm because they give
the firm some kind of advantage in the market place. The technical oriented assets are
grouped in intangible technical oriented assets and tangible technical oriented assets.
Intangible technical assets would be those identified by a risk policy manager and
some examples are depicted in Figure 8. Tangible technical oriented assets
correspond to the software assets, i.e. the multi-cloud application components that
would typically be identified by an application architect or a system operator.
Examples of tangible technical assets may be found in Figure 9. Note that assets of
different types may be related. For instance, customer loyalty may depend on the
capacity of a company to ensure service availability, maintainability, end user
performance or data integrity for instance. At the same time, these different intangible
assets may be related to tangible assets. For instance, service availability and data
integrity may be desirable for a NoSQL PaaS and a file system offered as IaaS.
Therefore, different types of assets usually correspond to different points of view of
different actors in the systems, but they are usually interconnected.
There are three broad types of assets in an environment; the existing internal assets,
known external assets and unknown external assets. In all cases assets in this context
refers to both intangible and tangible assets. Internal assets are those that are part of
the company strategy and infrastructure. These are created by the company for
business advantage and will already have been through risk analysis several times.
They may also have associated generic treatments. For example, an internal asset may
be a financial records database, the risk would be inconsistent records and the
treatment would be either a roll back of the inconsistent transactions or a restore from
last checkpoint. The risk and treatments are not application specific, rather they are
generic for the company strategy. Known external assets are those that may have been
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used in another context in the company, have been noted and been through risk
analysis. The final type of asset is unknown to the DevOps Team, however it has been
identified as part of step 1.1 as a requirement. Assets of this type will need a new risk
analysis performing

Figure 7: Examples of intangible business assets
.

Figure 8: Examples of intangible technical assets
.
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Figure 9: Examples of tangible technical assets.
o

Step 1.3: Look for available Cloud Service types. In the process of specifying the
cloud requirements of the multi-cloud application, the first step will be to look for
available Cloud services types from those Cloud Service offers that have been
catalogued in the CSP Data Repository of MUSA. This way, for a particular
component, the DevOps Team can select whether the component will invoke a SaaS
or will be a software deployed in a lower level cloud service like IaaS or PaaS. This is
easy to understand e.g. in the case of Databases, where the component may use an
external DBaaS or may be a DB that is developed by the DevOps Team and
afterwards deployed in a VM of an IaaS.
 Input: CPIM with names and interfaces of the components and some
functional and QoS requirements CPIM without cloud service types.


o

Output: List of available Cloud Service types (DBaaS, PaaS, Storage,
Computation, etc.).
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect).
 Supporting tool: MUSA DST – Discovery.
Step 1.4: Specify the Cloud Service types and requirements. Knowing the
available Cloud service types, the DevOps Team will choose a particular type for
those multi-cloud application components that need to be deployed in or use a cloud
service. Then, they will also need to specify in the model the particular cloud
requirements (CPU, memory size, etc.) and quality of service requirements
(availability, scalability, etc.). The resulting model will be CPIM of the multi-cloud
application that still does not contain any information on security aspects, but which
will be the input for the next activity (see below).


Input: CPIM without cloud service types identified yet.



Output: CPIM with chosen cloud service types specified for the components.



Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect).
Supporting tool: MUSA IDE Modeller.




Example (from TUT use case):
The CPIM of the TSM application by TUT would contain all the needed information
describing the application components, their interrelationships, and the basic cloud needs, but
without specifying the particular cloud services to use yet.
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According to the architecture of the TSM application explained in Section 4, the CPIM
created would be similar to that provided in Appendix A, modelled in CAMEL language. Note
that the example is a preliminary version. In CAMEL, one of the main models of the CPIM is
the deployment model. Here we explain the main concepts captured by it, as depicted in the
following figures (Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12). For more information please refer to
CAMEL documentation in [25]:


Requirement set: operating system, hardware and location requirements for a virtual
machine. Note that security requirements will be added to the model afterwards.



VM: specifies a template for a virtual machine, including the requirement set (see
above) and provided type of host.



Internal component: represents a component of the multi-cloud application, in this
case the TSM application, including its interfaces and configuration. In this case, the
components will be those depicted in Figure 4.



Hosting: a binding between a required and a provided host port.



Communication: a binding between a required and a provided communication port.

Figure 10: Example of the requirement set and vm specification in TSM CPIM
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Figure 11: Example of components specification in TSM CPIM

Figure 12: Example of hosting and communications specification in TSM CPIM

5.1.2 Activity 2: Initial Risk Analysis on Assets






Goal: The DevOps Team performs a risk analysis on the intangible and tangible assets defined
in Step 1.2 and they specify the measures to treat/mitigate them when necessary.
Input: CPIM and co-responding list of assets and risks (output of Activity 1).
Output: List of risks and treatments associated with those risks.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (All roles: Application Architect, Security Architect, Service Business
Manager, System Operators and System Administrators).
Step-by-step guide:
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Step 2.1: Set up risk acceptability for tangible technical assets. Risks are defined
in relationship to the different assets defined in Step 1.2. As assets may be related,
risks may also be related to different assets and types of assets. According to MUSA
objectives, risk analysis, SLA generation and recommendation actions are performed
to make the best decisions about the cloud services that suit best a particular
application and establish the right conditions with the corresponding CSP hosting that
particular service. Therefore, the ultimate goal of the DST in MUSA is to define a set
of conditions/mitigation actions related to the components in the architecture to be
cloudified. Because of this, we first need to connect risks to tangible technical assets.
Figure 13 shows how risks can be connected both to intangible and tangible assets.
DevOps Team will define risk acceptability per tangible asset. This methodology is
inherited from the MODAClouds project [9]. The DevOps Team should set a priority
to assets identified in Step 1.2 according to their importance or need of protection. For
instance, in MODAClouds project DSS, this was defined as the risk acceptability per
tangible asset and it could range from “No risks accepted” to “All risks accepted” and
in practice it established a minimum risk acceptance threshold for the value obtained
by multiplying likelihood (from 1 to 5) and consequence (from 1 to 5) of any risk on
that particular asset.
 Input: List of tangible assets.


Output: List of tangible assets extended with risk acceptability information
per asset.



Actor/s: DevOps Team.
Supporting tool: MUSA DST Risk Analysis tool.



Figure 13: Risks are related to both intangible and tangible assets.
o

Step 2.2: Risk definition. For each asset risks may be defined. Different risk
definition methodologies may be used at this point to generate a comprehensive list of
risks and associate them to assets. Risk relevance is also specified by defining the
likelihood of that particular risk to occur and the consequence in such case. STRIDE
methodology [26] may be used in this context.
 Input: List of assets, with tangible assets extended with risk acceptability
information per asset.



o

Output: List of risks with their likelihood and consequence estimations.

Actor/s: DevOps Team.
 Supporting tool: MUSA DST Risk Analysis tool.
Step 2.3: Treatments (mitigation actions) definition. The DevOps Team selects the
desired treatments from the different treatments that are suggested by the DST Risk
Analysis tool to mitigate each particular risk for each tangible asset where that risk is
relevant. Specific values can be added to the mitigation actions. For instance, if we are
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trying to analyse the risks associated to a PaaS database, facility service failure or loss
of internet connectivity may be two possible risks. A potential mitigation action could
be guaranteeing if the CSP provides storage replication to a secondary site. A specific
value in this case, would be to require the CSP to provide asynchronous mirroring.
 Input: List of assets, with tangible assets extended with risk acceptability
information per asset, and list of risks with their likelihood and consequence
estimations.


Output: List of ranked threats and list of desired treatments per tangible
asset.



Actor/s: DevOps Team.
Supporting tool: MUSA DST Risk Analysis tool.



5.1.3 Activity 3: Specification of Security SLAs








Goal: Creation of the Individual Security SLAs of the multi-cloud application components
that specify the security Service Level Objectives in form of security controls and metrics that
will be monitored at runtime.
Input: List of ranked threats and list of desired treatments per tangible asset.
Output: Security SLAs of components in WS-Agreement format [27].
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect, Security Architect)
Supporting tool: MUSA SLA Generator.
Step-by-step guide: The DevOps Team will use the MUSA SLA Generator to produce the
requested Individual Security SLAs of the components. The SLA Generator will be able to
translate the choices made on treatments in the DST - Risk Analysis module to information of
security SLOs in WS-Agreement format.
o Step 3.1 Selection of Security Controls: The DevOps Team uses SLA Generator to
select the standard security controls to be used to request to each specific components
using as an input the ranked threats and the suggested treatments.
o Step 3.2 Selection of Security Metrics and SLO specification: according to the
selected controls, DevOps Team selects the security metrics to be measured during
multi-cloud application components life cycle and the thresholds to be used as Service
Level Objectives granted in the SLA.
o Step 3.3 Produce machine Readable Security SLA: The DevOps Team uses SLA
Generator to produce the machine readable format of the Security SLA which should
be granted by each multi-cloud application component.

 Example (from TUT use case):
For the TSM application, the security SLAs generated would follow the WS-Agreement
specification. The specification of the security part would be done with the MUSA extensions.
Please refer to deliverable D2.1 for a detailed description of the Security SLA generation steps and
the supporting tools in MUSA. In this document we also provide a full example of a generated
Security SLAs for one of the TSM application. Here we describe a summary of the component
Security SLA contents:


Context: context of the agreement, initiator, responder, service provider, etc.



Service description terms: including.
o

the name and short description of the component <wsag:ServiceDescriptionTerm
wsag:Name="Database" wsag:ServiceName="storage as service">
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the full description of the service <specs:serviceDescription>, in this case the
component.

o

description of the terms of the component marked with <MUSA:Component>,
including:
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The complete list of threats associated to the component marked with
<MUSA:Threats>, e.g. “Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)", “Denial of
Service”, etc.

o

Requested security capabilities for the component referred to a specific security
control framework (e.g. NIST 800-53 rev4) marked with <specs:capabilities>, e.g.
RA-5(1) which is “Vulnerability Scanning”.

o

Security metrics of the component marked with <specs:security_metrics>, e.g.
"Vulnerability Measure" which measures the efficiency in percentage (%) of high
vulnerabilities mitigated within organizationally defined time periods after discovery.

Guarantee terms: describing the SLOs of the service, i.e. the target values of the security
metrics and their thresholds.

Figure 14: Extract of the Security SLA of the Database component of the TSM application.

5.1.4 Activity 4: Verification of the feasibility of the Security SLAs







Goal: Make sure that the security requirements specified in the Individual Security SLAs are
feasible.
Input: Security SLAs of components and CPIM.
Output: Alternative CS combinations, list of non-fulfilled security requirements.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect, Security Architect, Service Business
Manager)
Supporting tool: MUSA DST- Decision module.
Step-by-step guide:
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Step 4.1: Discovery of the Cloud Service offerings.
 Goal: Discover the Cloud Services (and their business, functional, security,
etc. characteristics) available for the match-making.
 Input: Security SLAs of components and CPIM.
 Output: List CS that are categorized within the CSP Data Repository.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect, Security Architect)
 Supporting tool: MUSA DST- Decision module.
 Step-by-step guide: The DST – Decision module will invoke the DST –
Discovery module in order to learn on the available Cloud Services that are
categorized and characterized in the CSP Data Repository. This information
will be needed in order to proceed with the next step.
Step 4.2: Matching of multi-cloud application security requirements and CS
offerings.
 Goal: Match the requirements (business, functional and security
requirements) stated in the Individual Security SLAs and the CPIM with the
characteristics (properties) offered by the Cloud Services in hand.
 Input: List CS that are categorized within the CSP Data Repository.
 Output: List of CS combination alternatives ranked by fulfilment of
requirements.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect, Security Architect)
 Supporting tool: MUSA DST- Decision module.
 Step-by-step guide: The DevOps Team will use the DST - Decision module
to get the list of CS combinations that are most suitable to fulfil all the
requirements of the multi-cloud application. The activity relies on having the
Cloud Services offerings already characterized in a repository with all the
information of the business, functional and security related features that they
offer. This way, the Decision module will be able to perform the matching
and provide the DevOps Team with support for them to decide which CS
combination best suits the multi-cloud application needs. The Decision
module will calculate the matching and show the possible alternatives ranked
by degree of fulfilment of the requirements, for the DevOps Team to make the
final decision.
Step 4.3: Identification of missing security controls.
 Goal: Identify which security controls and which metrics are not possible to
be offered by the cloud service combinations.
 Input: List of CS combination alternatives ranked by fulfilment of
requirements and Security SLAs of components.
 Output: Missing security controls and metrics.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect, Security Architect)
 Supporting tool: MUSA DST- Decision module.
 Step-by-step guide: It may happen that some required security controls in the
Individual Security SLAs are not available in any alternative cloud service
combinations calculated in the previous step. In these cases, the DST will
show which security controls are not provided by the cloud service(s) and the
DevOps Team should decide whether to remove the security control or to
request that a MUSA agent implements the security control (see next Activity
5). Similarly, when a required security metric is not available in the CS
combination, the DevOps Team should decide whether to remove it or request
an alternative metric if possible (see next Activity 5).
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5.1.5 Activity 5: (Optional) Specification of MUSA security agents







Goal: Specify the MUSA security agents for monitoring and for enforcement of security at
runtime.
Input: Security SLAs of components and CPIM.
Output: Security CPIM with MUSA security agents (monitoring and/or enforcement) selected
for each multi-cloud application component.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect, Security Architect).
Supporting tool: MUSA IDE.
Step-by-step guide: The DevOps Team may optionally specify in the CPIM of the multicloud application that a particular component will use a MUSA security agent. The MUSA
IDE will show the available security agents for monitoring and for enforcement. The
monitoring agents will allow the MUSA Software Assurance Platform monitoring security
metrics on the multi-cloud application components while the enforcement agents enable the
implementation of security controls in the multi-cloud application components. In those cases
where the ranked CS combinations presented to the DevOps Team miss some required
security control in the Security SLA, the DevOps Team has the option to indicate in the CPIM
that for ensuring such security control a MUSA agent will be used. The MUSA IDE will
present the options to the creator of the CPIM and he/she will select the enforcement agent for
implementing the missing security control in a particular component. The information on
selected agents will be stored in the CPIM, becoming a Security CPIM. Similarly, if a
particular security metric of a control is required and the Cloud service does not provide it, a
MUSA enforcement agent enforcing the control and a monitoring agent providing the metric
may be selected for the component. If MUSA does not offer any enforcement agent that can
cover the security control or metric, the DevOps Team will need to re-design the multi-cloud
application or remove such requirement from the Security SLA.

5.1.6 Activity 6: Specification Composite Security SLA of multi-cloud
application







Goal: Creation of the Composite Security SLA of the multi-cloud application.
Input: Security SLAs of components and CPIM.
Output: Security SLA of the overall multi-cloud application stored in MUSA SLA
Repository.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Application Architect, Security Architect).
Supporting tool: MUSA SLA Generator.
Step-by-step guide: The final step in the Security SLA creation is the composition of the
Individual Security SLAs into a composite SLA of the overall multi-cloud application. For
this, the DevOps Team will use the same SLA Generator that they used for the Individual
Security SLAs creation. The composition is expected to include Service Level Objectives for
some properties of the overall multi-cloud application that do have sense at the composed
level, as well as links to Individual Security SLAs of the components.

5.2 Deployment
The next Figure 15 shows the main activities and work products of the MUSA deployment process.
Once the Security SLA of the multi-cloud application is ready, the DevOps Team can start
provisioning the needed cloud resources and deploying the components over them. The details of the
deployment mechanisms and tools included in the MUSA framework will be provided in the future
D3.2 Initial secure multi-cloud deployment mechanisms and tools. In the following we provide an
initial description of how the process is envisaged, following the flow depicted in Figure 15.
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Note that the numbering of the activities continues from the previous Design phase.

Figure 15: MUSA deployment process

5.2.1 Activity 7: Verification of fulfilment of multi-cloud application
requirements




Goal: Verify whether there exist at least a CS combination from the CS in hand that fulfil all
the requirements stated in the Security SLAs and in Security CPIM.
Input: Security CPIM, Security SLAs (Composite and Individual).
Output: List of alternative CS combinations ranked by fulfilment of security requirements.
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Actor/s: DevOps Team (System Operator).
Supporting tool: MUSA DST – Decision module.
Step-by-step guide: In order to start the deployment, first the DevOps Team needs to make
sure that they can find a combination from the CS in hand that still fulfils the requirements
stated in the required Security SLAs (Composite and Individual) so the deployment can be
done. This activity ensures that a feasible and adequate offered Security SLA and deployment
plan can be created, even if the required Security SLA was created some time ago and
meantime the information from the characterization of the CS may have been updated (e.g.
with new measurement values taken from the MUSA Security Assurance Platform). The
DevOps Team will follow a similar process as in Design for reviewing the requirements in the
required Security SLA and checking the feasibility of the Security SLAs still holds. In this
activity, they will also use the DST – Decision to look for CS combination alternatives that
fulfil the multi-cloud application requirements. The activity steps are similar to those of
Design process – Activity 2 and 3.

5.2.2 Activity 8: Decide on Cloud Services to use according to multi-cloud
application security requirements








Goal: Decide on which CS combination will be used by the multi-cloud application according
to the business, functional and security requirements specified in the CPIM and Security SLAs
(Composite and Individual).
Input: List of alternative CS combinations ranked by fulfilment of security requirements.
Output: Selected CS combination for deploying the multi-cloud application.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (System Operator, Application Architect, Security Architect, Service
Business Manager).
Supporting tool: MUSA DST – Decision module.
Step-by-step guide: Once the DST - Decision module has identified and ranked the CS
combinations that best suit the multi-cloud application requirements, the DevOps Team will
need to make their final choice of which CS to use for each component. This is a human
decision making process aided by the information got from the DST – Decision module. The
decision should be taken from a multi-disciplinary viewpoint involving all the actors in the
DevOps Team in order to enrich the decision.

5.2.3 Activity 9: Specification of offered Security SLA







Goal: Create the Security SLAs of individual multi-cloud application components and of
overall multi-cloud application, with particular choices on which Cloud services will be used.
Input: Selected CS combination.
Output: Offered Security SLA (Composite), Agreed Security SLAs (Individual), all with
Selected CS to be contracted (in WS-Agreement).
Actor/s: DevOps Team (System Operator).
Supporting tool: MUSA SLA Generator.
Step-by-step guide: The DevOps Team will use the SLA Generator to create the offered
Individual Security SLAs of the components and the composite Security SLAs. The difference
with the required Security SLAs relies in the fact that while required SLAs did not contain
information on particular cloud services that will be used (unless strictly needed by a design
decision), the offered SLAs include the particular names, links to implementations, security
controls, security metrics, etc. of the selected cloud services (in previous Activity 8). This
way, the offered Security SLA is much detailed and bound to the characteristics of the cloud
services to be used. This activity is similar to what was done in the creation of the required
Security SLAs (Activity 2 of Design) and required Composite SLA (Activity 5 of Design). In
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the offered Security SLAs it may also be needed the inclusion of MUSA agents for the
enforcement of particular security controls that were initially selected in the required Security
SLAs but the updated CS may not offer any more. In these cases, the step for specifying the
MUSA security agents will be needed, similarly as what was done in Activity 4 of Design
process.

5.2.4 Activity 10: Specification of Security CPSM







Goal: Specify the Cloud Provider Specific Model of the multi-cloud application, enriched
with security information, i.e. the Security CPSM.
Input: Security CPIM, selected CS combination, Security SLAs (Composite and Individual).
Output: Security CPSM.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (System Operator).
Supporting tool: MUSA IDE Modeller.
Step-by-step guide: With the particular Cloud Service choices for the components decided in
previous activity, the DevOps Team will be able to complete the Security CPIM by indicating
actual Cloud Services to use and their properties. The CPIM will also be enriched with low
level requirements extracted from the Security SLAs. The creation of the Security CPSM will
be as automated as possible with the aid of the MUSA Deployer and the model will be needed
for the generation of the deployment script that the Deployer will execute.

5.2.5 Activity 11: Specification of the deployment script








Goal: Create the deployment script that collects all the needed information and steps to carry
out the automatic deployment of the multi-cloud application components in the selected IaaS
and PaaS cloud services or hosts. For those components that are not deployed in the cloud, but
use SaaS services, the deployment script will include references to the services used.
Input: Security CPSM.
Output: Deployment script.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (System Operator).
Supporting tool: MUSA Deployer.
Step-by-step guide: The DevOps Team will use the MUSA Deployer to extract all the
deployment information from the Security CPSM. The Deployer will generate the
Deployment script that contains all the needed deployment information and instructions to
execute the deployment of the multi-cloud application components as well as the MUSA
security agents (see next Activity 11). The generation of the deployment script will be as
transparent to the user as possible.

5.2.6 Activity 12: Deployment of multi-cloud application components







Goal: Execute the deployment of the multi-cloud application components as well as the
needed MUSA security agents (monitoring and enforcement) as indicted in the deployment
script. The deployment will be transparent for the DevOps Team and it includes the provision
of the cloud services intended to be used and the initialisation and configuration of the
resources.
Input: Deployment script.
Output: The multi-cloud application components deployed in the desired cloud services and
the selected MUSA agents deployed too.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (System Operator).
Supporting tool: MUSA Deployer.
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Step-by-step guide:
o Step 12.1: Deployment of multi-cloud application components. Following the
instructions and configurations in the Deployment script, the Deployer will deploy
those multi-cloud application components that use IaaS and PaaS type services.
o Step 12.2: Deployment of security agents. In those cases that the multi-cloud
application components need MUSA security agents, the deployment script will
contain all the needed information for the deployment of the MUSA agents too. This
way the Deployer will be able to deploy and provision the cloud resources necessary
for the agents to work together with the corresponding multi-cloud application
components as well as the MUSA Security Assurance Platform monitoring and/or
enforcement services.
o Step 12.3: Provision of Cloud Services. The Deployer will also execute the needed
instructions to provision and prepare the Cloud Services to be used.
Note that both the deployment of the components and the provision of cloud resources will be
as transparent to the user as possible.

5.3 Runtime Operation
The runtime operation of the multi-cloud application starts once all the components of the application
have been appropriately deployed and the application is running. Depending on the architecture of the
application, some of the components may be deployed in cloud infrastructures or may use PaaS or
SaaS services. Therefore, the runtime environment scenarios may be diverse. In order to simplify the
descriptions of the activities that MUSA supports, in this guide we have
In the future deliverable D4.1 Initial security assurance mechanisms and tools we will provide a
complete and detailed description of the runtime support provided by MUSA framework.
The next Figure 16 depicts an overview of the various activities involved at runtime that are described
below.
Note that the numbering of the activities continues from the previous Deployment phase.
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Figure 16: MUSA runtime process

5.3.1 Activity 13: Subscription to notifications







Goal: Subscribe to desired alerts and notifications in the notification service provided by the
MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
Input: multi-cloud application components already deployed, deployment script used, list of
monitorable multi-cloud applications, Security SLAs (Individual and Composite).
Output: Notifications configuration.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
Supporting tool: Notification service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
Step-by-step guide:
o Step 13.1: Authentication to MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Goal: Securely identify the user of the MUSA Security Assurance Platform
for giving him/her access to the platform services.
 Input: User and password of the user, user account.
 Output: Access to the platform and list of managed multi-cloud applications.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: IdM module of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Step-by-step guide: The user in the DevOps Team should have a valid
account in the system for being able to be authenticated in the platform and
allowed to use the services afterwards. He/she will be authenticated and given
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access only to those services (monitoring, enforcement, notification)
purchased. In case she/he has some multi-cloud application already registered,
she/he can start managing them, and if not, she/he will need to first register
the multi-cloud application that wants to manage.
o Step 13.2: Selection of the multi-cloud application to be monitored.
 Goal: The Notification service of the MUSA Security Assurance Platform
specifies the particular multi-cloud applications the user requires to be
monitored by the MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Input: Authenticated user, list of available Security SLAs.
 Output: List of monitored multi-cloud applications and their notification
options.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: Notification service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Step-by-step guide: The user will start the Notification service and indicate
in the service which multi-cloud application (which components of the multicloud application) he/she wants the MUSA Security Assurance Platform to
monitor and receive notifications upon.
o Step 13.3: Subscription and configuration of notifications
 Goal: Specify in the Notification service of the MUSA Security Assurance
Platform the types and levels of notifications that the user wants upon the
behaviour of selected multi-cloud application.
 Input: Selected multi-cloud application to be monitored and its Security
SLAs.
 Output: List of requested notifications, Confirmation of error-free
subscription.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: Notification service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Step-by-step guide: The user will indicate in the Notification service for the
selected multi-cloud application the nature and types of notifications and
alerts he/she wants to receive during the operation of the multi-cloud
application. The envisaged notifications could be mainly of two types:
Security SLA violation (when it is detected that a SLOs in the Security SLA
is not reached) and alerts (when it is detected that a threshold level in the SLO
is not reached, i.e. before a violation in the SLO occurs). The user will
therefore need to set the threshold levels for the alerts.
Example (from TUT use case):

A member of TSM application DevOps team logs into the MUSA Assurance Platform using a
valid login and password. The TSM application appears in his/her list of managed multi-cloud
applications. He/she selects the TSM application and the list of application component appears:
The TSM engine, the mongo database, the Journey planner, Consumption calculator and the
IDM/AM (Identity Manager/Access Manager).
The member of DevOps Team uploads the available security SLA of TSM multi-cloud
application. This SLA contains single SLAs and composite one. This allows getting the list of
available monitoring metrics and their thresholds per application component. He/she selects the
component that he/she wants to get notifications on as well as the metrics that he wants to
supervise. He/she can also customize the alerts thresholds (not to be confused with the SLA
violations thresholds). This selection will allow configuring the monitoring agents already
deployed in the different CSPs.
For instance, one of the relevant metrics to be monitored for the Journey planner component of
TSM application is the server response time that should not exceed 1 second. The response time
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can be seen as one of the main key performance indicators for assessing the reactivity of a server
but also can be a very interesting indicator to detect Denial of service attacks. Indeed, under DDoS
attack, the server starts to manage the different requests and its response time become bigger and
bigger. This indicator can be selected by the DevOps Team member and he/she can set the alert
threshold to 0.8 second and the violation level to 1 second.

5.3.2 Activity 14: Monitoring of Security SLAs fulfilment







Goal: Monitor the runtime security behaviour of the selected multi-cloud application
components in order to early react to possible security incidents.
Input: Security SLAs (Individual and Composite), Security CPSM.
Output: Reports and graphs with the measures of the monitoring.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator).
Supporting tool: Monitoring service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
Step-by-step guide: In the following we provide a detailed list of monitoring steps even if all
of them are transparent to the user.
o Step 14.1: Getting Security SLAs for the selected multi-cloud application.
 Goal: Get the Security SLAs (Composite and Individual) that need to be
monitored.
 Input: Selected multi-cloud application to be monitored.
 Output: Security SLAs (Composite and Individual).
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: Monitoring service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Step-by-step guide: The first step in the monitoring of the security behaviour
of the multi-cloud application components and the cloud services underneath
is retrieving the actual offered Security SLA registered in the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform. For this, the monitoring service will look for the Security
SLA of the selected multi-cloud application (in Activity 1 above) in the
Security SLA Repository of the platform.
o Step 14.2: Extract metrics and thresholds.
 Goal: Identify the security metrics that need to be monitored in the
components and in the cloud providers and the thresholds that will apply for
triggering the alerts and notifications.
 Input: Security SLAs (Composite and Individual), notification configuration.
 Output: List of security metrics and thresholds per application component
and global multi-cloud application.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: Monitoring service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Step-by-step guide: The Security SLAs (Composite and Individual) retrieved
contain the information on which security controls need to be assured at
runtime, and more concretely all the metrics that should be measured by
MUSA Security Assurance Platform. The Notification configuration indicates
which ones are more interesting for the user to be reported.
o Step 14.3: Configure monitoring agents.
 Goal: Make the needed arrangements and configurations for the MUSA
monitoring agents to properly work and enable them to monitor the security
metrics.
 Input: Security SLAs (Composite and Individual), notification configuration.
 Output: Status of monitoring agents.
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Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
Supporting tool: Monitoring service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Step-by-step guide: From the information in the Security SLAs, the
monitoring service will identify the monitoring agents that were selected for
the multi-cloud application components. Then, it will prepare the monitoring
agents to enable their working with the monitoring service in the MUSA
Security Assurance Platform, i.e. make them able to retrieve the needed
security metrics and communicate the values to the service in the platform.
o Step 14.4: Measure and monitor.
 Goal: Take the actual values of the metrics and store them in the
Measurement Repository.
 Input: Active monitoring agents, notification configuration.
 Output: Actual measurements in the Measurement Repository.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: Monitoring service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform,
MUSA monitoring agents.
 Step-by-step guide: This step consists in the actual measurement of all the
needed security metrics. The measurements will be stored in the Measurement
Repository.
o Step 14.5: Report and visualize monitoring results.
 Goal: Show to the user the resulting values measured and the reports from the
computation of the metrics.
 Input: Monitoring measures and results, notification configuration.
 Output: Reports and graphs generated by the notification module.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: Notification service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
 Step-by-step guide: All the measures (actual values) of the metrics
monitored during the multi-cloud application operation will be shown to the
user as requested in the notification configuration. The visualisation will
include easy-to-understand information and graphs of the multi-cloud
application components status. Other types of non-graphical messages and
reports will also be produced, depending on the incident and situation.
Example (from TUT use case):




The DevOps Team member, already logged into the MUSA Assurance Platform, selects the TSM
multi-cloud application and acquires its security SLA. This SLA contains single SLAs and
composite one. The MUSA Assurance Platform parses the SLA and gets the list of monitoring
metrics and their thresholds per application component. He/she selects the component that he/she
wants to monitor as well as the metrics that he wants to supervise.
Based on this selection, the MUSA Assurance Platform connect to the different monitoring agent
in each application component to configure them by defining the source of analyse (network,
application, system) and by providing the list of metrics that need to be reported. The monitoring
tools start the monitoring process and extract/compute the metrics values to be sent the MUSA
Assurance Platform. By analysing these values and correlating with the alerts and violations
thresholds, the detection of SLAs related incidents become possible.
Alerts and violations are notified to the DevOps Teams to apply the best remediation strategy to
avoid the SLA violation (in case of an alert) or to ensure the SLA compliance (in case of a
violation).
For instance, one of the relevant metrics to be monitored for the journey planner component of
TUT use case is availability that should be higher than 99%. The availability can be seen as one of
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the main key security indicator for assessing the availability of a service or of sensitive data. This
metrics can be selected by the DevOps Team member and he/she can set the alert threshold to
97% and the violation level to 99% second. This will activate an active monitoring agent that will
periodically connect to the journey planner or access to a sensitive data to assess its availability.
Statistical computation will allow providing the availability rate for a specific period of time.

5.3.3 Activity 15: Reacting to security incidents and Security SLAs violations







Goal: Decide and execute the needed reaction measures in case security incidents or Security
SLA violations occur.
Input: Measures and reports on detected security incident.
Output: Reaction actions executed by the DevOps Team.
Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
Supporting tool: Enforcement service of MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
Step-by-step guide: The reaction to security incidents in MUSA relies on different
mechanisms depending on the cause of the incident and whether it is an alert or a violation. In
general, is up to the DevOps Team the decision of whether to react at the level of alert before
an actual violation takes place. In the following we provide a summary of the possible reaction
steps involved in the process.
o Step 15.1: (Optional) Activate security agent.
 Goal: Enable the enforcement measure provided by the MUSA enforcement
agent that was deployed together with the multi-cloud application component.
 Input: Monitoring measures and results, notification configuration.
 Output: The security incident is remediated by the execution of the
enforcement countermeasure provided by MUSA.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: Enforcement service of MUSA Security Assurance
Platform, MUSA enforcement agent.
 Step-by-step guide: In those cases that the multi-cloud application
component was prepared in the Design or Deployment time with a MUSA
enforcement agent for enforcing a particular security control, it is possible to
activate the agent at runtime if the detected security incident corresponds to
that security control.
o Step 15.2: (Optional) Re-deployment of multi-cloud application.
 Goal: Launch a new Deployment process.
 Input: Monitoring measures and results, notification configuration.
 Output: The security incident is remediated by replacing the Cloud Service
that was not working properly.
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (System Operator)
 Supporting tool: MUSA DST – Decision, MUSA Deployer.
 Step-by-step guide: In case the cause of the security incident resides in the
bad security performance of a selected cloud service, the DevOps Team may
need to replace it with some other cloud service that can provide similar
functionality and security properties. This means that the DevOps Team will
need to look for a new CS combination for the multi-cloud application
components and re-deploy the multi-cloud application, or at least the
component that used the failing cloud service. Most likely the rest of cloud
services in the CS combination will not change, but in any case, the whole
process should start from the beginning in order to make sure the new CS
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combination with the CS replacement still holds the multi-cloud application
security requirements.
o Step 15.3: (Optional) Re-design of multi-cloud application.
 Goal: Launch a new Design process.
 Input: Monitoring measures and results, notification configuration.
 Output: The security incident is remediated by re-configuring the multi-cloud
application architecture (i.e. changing multi-cloud application components or
security requirements).
 Actor/s: DevOps Team (Service Administrator)
 Supporting tool: MUSA IDE Modeller.
 Step-by-step guide: In case the cause of the security incident resides in the
bad security performance of a mc component and not in the CS in use, the
DevOps Team may need to update the multi-cloud application design and
refine the security requirements or modify the components. This means that
the DevOps Team will need to analyse the report of the causes and start the
Design process again.
Example (from TUT use case):

In the context of TUT use case, the duplication of a server can be a relevant countermeasure in
order to avoid its unavailability (under overload for instance). Indeed, when we detect that
response time of the server (the journey planner for instance) is becoming bigger and bigger, we
can conclude that the number of users or concurrent sessions is also increasing. To avoid
disconnecting the server, we can duplicate it and in this case, the increased number of users is
managed without any interruption.
Under the same conditions, if we detect a Denial of service attack from a specific IP address, we
can activate the IP blocking security mechanism to drop all the requests coming from this
malicious or infected IP.
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6 Conclusions
This document has outlined the security issues in multi-cloud and described the proposed engineering
and operation activities to support security in multi-cloud applications. The document has also
illustrated the MUSA approach using an example application from Tampere University of Technology
(TUT) case study, the Tampere Smart Mobility (TSM) application.
This deliverable is related to D2.1 Initial Security by Design methods for multi-cloud applications
particularly in regards to design activities, which are detailed in D2.1. Another feature of this
document is the focus on the DevOps Team. DevOps is a strategy that increases the velocity and
reliability of software releases and is generally allied to agile methodologies. This does not exclude the
use of the MUSA IDE and other tools in a more traditional application development environment, and
any development team can take advantage of these tools.
The major conclusion from the sections in this document is that multi-cloud problems demonstrated in
the TSM application can be solved using the MUSA technology. To demonstrate the solutions, the
deliverable explores the major security issues in multi cloud and expands on the MUSA approach. The
MUSA approach section is an overview of the detailed approach in deliverable D1.1. The TSM
application is described in section 4 as it was the application selected for illustrating the MUSA usage.
Section 5 is the core of the document and describes the multi-cloud application lifecycle in a series of
activities that relate the steps that will build a multi-cloud application and relates these activities to the
TSM application.
At this stage in the project there is further work to make the framework fully compatible with both
case studies (TUT and the Lufthansa Systems) and it is recognised that there may have to be changes
in some parts of the approach to support the applications.
The plan is that the final version of the guide that will be delivered in deliverable D1.4 Final MUSA
framework specification and guide (M35) illustrates all the activities and work products proposed in
the multi-cloud application creation and operation processes, aligned with the final version of the
MUSA framework components.
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Appendix A. Example of CPIM for TSM application
camel model TSMModel {
application TSMApplication {
version: 'v1.0'
owner: TUTOrganisation.test_name
deployment models [TSMModel.TSMDeployment]
}
organisation model TUTOrganisation {
organisation TUT {
www: 'http://www.tut.fi/en/home'
postal address: 'Street No, Tampere, Finland'
email: 'test.test@tut.fi'
}
user test_name {
first name: test_name
last name: test_surname
email: 'test_name.test_surname@tut.fi'
paasage credentials 'test_name_surname'
}
security level: HIGH
}
deployment model TSMDeployment {
requirement set CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.CoreIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.FinlandReq
}
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.CPUIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.FinlandReq
}
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.CPUIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.UKReq
}
requirement set StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS {
os: TSMRequirement.Ubuntu
quantitative hardware: TSMRequirement.StorageIntensive
location: TSMRequirement.FinlandReq
}
vm CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
requirement set CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS
provided host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
vm CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS
provided host CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
vm StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
requirement set StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandRS
provided host StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
vm CPUIntensiveUbuntuUK {
requirement set CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKRS
provided host CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHost
}
internal component TSMEngine {
provided communication TSMEnginePort {port: 443}
required communication IDManagerPortReq {port: 20001}
required communication JourneyPlannerPortReq {port: 11300}
required communication UserDatabasePortReq {port: 8091}
required host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration TSMEngineConfiguration{
download: 'wget https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz
&& sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./experiment_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./experiment_manager_start.sh'
}
}
internal component JourneyPlanner {
provided communication JourneyPlannerPort {port: 11300}
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required communication ConsumptionEstimatorPortReq {port: 8092}
required host CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration JourneyPlannerConfiguration{
download: 'wget https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz
&& sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./information_service_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./information_service_start.sh'
}
}
internal component ConsumptionEstimator {
provided communication ConsumptionEstimatorPort {port: 8092}
required communication JourneyPlannerPortReq {port: 11300}
required host CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHostReq
configuration ConsumptionEstimatorConfiguration{
download: 'wget https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz
&& sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd

&& sudo apt-get update
TSM_service_scripts-musa'

install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./simulation_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./simulation_manager_start.sh'
}
}
internal component IDManager {
provided communication IDManagerPort {port: 20001}
required communication TSMEnginePortReq {port: 443}
required host CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration IDManagerConfiguration{
download: 'wget https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz
&& sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./storage_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./storage_manager_start.sh'
}
}
internal component UserDatabase {
provided communication UserDatabasePort {port: 8091}
required host StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
configuration UserDatabaseConfiguration{
download: 'wget https://github.com/musa/TSM_service_scripts/archive/musa.tar.gz
&& sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install -y groovy ant && tar -zxvf musa.tar.gz && cd
TSM_service_scripts-musa'
install: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./storage_manager_install.sh'
start: 'cd TSM_service_scripts-musa && ./storage_manager_start.sh'
}
}
hosting TSMEngineToCoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost {
from
TSMEngine.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
hosting JourneyPlannerToCoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
from
JourneyPlanner.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinland.CoreIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
hosting ConsumptionEstimatorToCPUIntensiveUbuntuUK {
from
ConsumptionEstimator.CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHostReq
CPUIntensiveUbuntuUK.CPUIntensiveUbuntuUKHost
}
hosting IDManagerToCPUIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
from
IDManager.CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinland.CPUIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}
hosting UserDatabaseToStorageIntensiveUbuntuFinland {
from
UserDatabase.StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHostReq
StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinland.StorageIntensiveUbuntuFinlandHost
}

to

to

to

to

to

communication TSMEngineToUserDatabase {
from TSMEngine.UserDatabasePortReq to UserDatabase.UserDatabasePort
}
communication TSMEngineToIDManager {
from TSMEngine.IDManagerPortReq to IDManager.IDManagerPort
}
communication TSMEngineToJourneyPlanner {
from TSMEngine.JourneyPlannerPortReq to JourneyPlanner.JourneyPlannerPort
}
communication JourneyPlannerToConsumptionEstimator {
from
JourneyPlanner.ConsumptionEstimatorPortReq
ConsumptionEstimator.ConsumptionEstimatorPort

to
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